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Z nation addy and dana kiss

Can a girl just cuddle?! That's anastasia Baranova, who plays Addy Carver in Syfy's zombie apocalypse series, Z Nation, had to say about Addy's love life in season 3. OMFGTV recently had the opportunity to talk to Anastasia about the show, and she teased out some pretty big things to come for Addy! As most Z Nation fans know, Addy is bisexual – a fact she hinted at in season 11, called Corporate
Retreat. In this episode, a woman named Dana (Jana Lee Hamblin) flirts with Addy, who reciprocates. A kiss was recorded between the two of them, but ultimately cut. Anastasia shared with us that in the original script, Addy and Dana actually had sex in a closet where they hid from zombies, but that changed before filming. RELATED | Z Nation Exclusive: Keith Allan Teases Welcome to Murphytown Now,
I don't know about the rest of you, but I've definitely seen some sparks flying between Addy and Sun Mei (Sydney Viengluang) this season, so of course I had to ask Anastasia about it, and about the potential for Addy to have a girlfriend this season. You know, it's an interesting thing that's kind of starting to happen, huh? she says. Lil chemistry! Not this year, continues Anastasia, this year, she's all about
finding baby Lucy, or adult Lucy as she eventually becomes, and kind of dealing with the consequences of Murphy going off the rails, and you know, trying to run the whole Murphy world. Yes, very little love and affection for Addy this year. And then separate yourself from Warren and the group. But hopefully next year, my God! Can a girl just cuddle?! Yikes, where are you? It's a lonely apocalypse! So far in
season 3, we've seen an episode centered on 10K (Nat Zang) and Murphy (Keith Allan) (Little Red and the WolfZ) and one that focused on Doc (Russell Hodgkinson) and 10K (Doc flew over the Cuckoo's Nest). Anastasia confirmed that episodes focused on Addy are coming – first as Doc and Addy go on adventures and then in the pre-final episode of season 3, which will only focus on Addy. RELATED | Z
Nation Exclusive: Keith Allan talks about the confidence, transformation and bite of 10K As far as acting is concerned, Z Nation is a pretty physically demanding show to work on. Just watching them bashing in zombie heads left and right is enough to make one tired! While the hardest episode for Anastasia this season was Escorpion and Red Hand (... obviously I didn't actually have an infected tooth, so it
was tricky trying to figure out how to play...) Physically the most demanding episode was that same episode from second to last. (Everyone else is dying to see it?!) The nickname for the episode was Addy's The Revenant episode, to shed some light on it. ... Basically by the end I have two black eyes, a broken nose, a broken collarbone – she's just honestly on her last thread, so by the end of the season I
was covered in bruises, you know, really battered, because that kind of action stuff - you can just fake it Many. If you're getting hit, you're getting hit; If you have to fall, at some point you have to fall. The man (Joseph Gatt) appears to be the main antagonist of the 3rd Century. He finally caught up with Murphy at welcome in Murphytown, and it was scary. Will we ever see Addy interact with Man? I do!
Anastasia told us. He's a man, and he has a list, and very soon we're going to figure out who else is on his list, and basically, The Man Becomes Addy's Arch-Nemesis, and that penultimate episode is just some kind of two of them going for it. It's pretty dramatic. Be sure to catch Z Nation On Fridays at 9/8c on Syfy! Photo credit: Syfy Be sure to read season 2 before reading this because things have
obviously changed. Now, as we all know, season 3 was full of MurphyK moments and scenes, which I will take full advantage of. Part 2 Z nation my way Language: English words: 13,367 Chapters: 7/? Kudos: 94 Tags: 14 Hits: 1618 Some alternate universe work that I'm playing around. These chapters are currently just written on notes from my phone so I apologize for any spelling mistakes or poor
grammar! Thank you. Language: English Words: 12,909 Chapters: 6/6 Kudos: 9 Tags: 1 Hits: 154 10k confronts his feelings for Murphy. Unsure of what their relationship is developing they are both trying to get through it. Language: English Words: 92,357 Chapters: 42/42 Kudos: 85 Tags: 9 Hits: 2010 Sadness and Grief are strange things, affecting everyone differently. Some push people away, others
close, and others still seek any comfort they can find. With the truck on its last legs and the breakup of his family, Doc does the only thing he can - he gives his loved ones some room to grieve. When he spots the Fu-Bar sign, he hopes it's the perfect place for all of them to relax and let out some steam. Where did the child go? Doc swears he saw him a second ago... Language: English Words: 18,892
Chapters: 3/3 Kudos: 45 Tags: 5 Hits: 514 The fight against the suiciding of cult members begins earlier than in the original version of Resurrection Z. Language: English Words: 12,699 Chapters: 1/1 Collections: 1 Kudos: 5 Tags: 1 Hits: 72 DesertScribe requested a fictist with baby Lucy and Hector Scorpio. Although they don't meet in this FIC, it doesn't cover a lot of people thinking about little Lucy,
including Hector. Language: English Words: 1,016 Chapters: 1/1 Collections: 1 Kudos: 5 Hits: 24 These are just some head cannons that me and my friend have been talking about for months and secretly writing them all down so I can surprise him. This won't be in a certain order, but I'll try to keep the fandom together as much as possible. Please let me know about any spelling errors, English is my first
language, I'm just terrible at spelling and I don't really check as I go. Language: English words: 15,542 Chapters: 14/? Kudos: 29 3 Hits: 5134 What not to do when you get a UTI during Apocolypse Part 1 miscellaneous Apocalypse Adventures Language: English words: 1,104 Chapters: 1/2 Kudos: 7 Tags: 2 Hits: 2 Hits128 Language: English Words: 697 Chapters: 2/2 Kudos: 18 Tags: 2 Hits: 1192 10k is
found more and more distracted by Murphy, his missed opportunity back at the motel his greatest source of irritation. That's until they reach their destination - a compound known as Provincetown where they are ordered to disarm. No guns- guns! - 10k can be naked. But to Garnett's assurance that he would be safe, that the child could trust him, that the sergeant would always have his back... Well, 10k fits.
Sort of. Language: English words: 26,025 Chapters: 6/6 Kudos: 106 Tags: 7 Hits: 1454 Addy and 10K have been in a happy relationship for 3 years. Mack Thompson Aka Addy's Ex-Boyfriend and 10K Brother by another mother show up at their step door. Addy and Mack are getting together, but Addy's starting to get mixed feelings about Mack soon. They're all in this story. And there are no zombies just
our peoples living normal lives. It invites cheating. He also doesn't hate me. Language: English Words: 2,663 Chapters: 1/30 Kudos: 1 Hits: 15 How Delta-X-Ray-Delta Meets You and Your Band. Language: English words: 3,138 Chapters: 2/? Kudos: 13 Hits: 152 Addy and 10K started dating 2 months ago and 10K promised Addy he would do anything to protect her from injury even though it could kill him
in progress. This story is also on my cotton wool. That's my work. Language: English Words: 57,116 Chapters: 36/49 Kudos: 3 Hits: 207 Language: English Words: 2,757 Chapters: 6/? Kudos: 7 Hits: 1058 Here are some Z Nation-related requests I got on my tumblr! Language: English words: 3,876 Chapters: 3/? Kudos: 19 Bookmarks: 2 Hits: 513 After realizing feelings together, you and Murphy have
finally made a connection. Things went smoothly until after Black Rain, and you two are breaking things off. After you finally find Newmer, you meet George St. Claire, from whom you have an instant relationship. Later, when the group arrives in Limbo, Murphy notices that you and George are sharing a moment and steps. Dirty, jealous. Part 2 sex and disgust in zombie apocalypse Language: English words:
2,508 Chapters: 1/2 Kudos: 9 Tags: 2 Hits: 178 As soon as you fall to the ground, you rise to one knee, only to meet the tip of steel pike an inch from your throat. You freeze, stretch out your arms and your eyes get stuck looking at the woman in front of you, who's cutting from the low side in her chest, sitting down. Set during season five. This is pure pornography and I have no shame. Language: English
Words: 3,338 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 25 Tags: 3 Hits: 1063 10K will do anything for your family even Murphy even if he kills the poor boy. (Maybe they have some Addy and 10K stuff in a few chapters) so enjoy 10K risking your life for your friends. The story begins 1 episode 3 Philly feast. Language: English words: 5,216 Chapters: 2/40 Kudos: 3 Tags: 1 Hits: 161 You and Addy have some time together
during the massage part of your Zeros makeover. And afterwards. Or, I'm a gay idiot who might get too excited about one scene. It takes place over two seasons. Language: English Words: 4,692 Chapters: 1/2 Kudos: 20 Tags: 1 Hit: 372 You have been traveling with Bitemark operation for several weeks, and until now you have been able to keep your 'condition' under wraps. Until now. Set during Season
1. Language: English words: 3,354 Chapters: 1/? Kudos: 29 Tags: 1 Hits: 394 394
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